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Polecenie: Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1. We need .................. engineers for this project.
A experienced

B disappointed

C confused

A easy-going

B exhausted

g.
pl

2. Were you very .................. when your book didn't get published?
C disappointed

3. Would you .................. turn the music down? I'm getting a headache!
A selfishly

B kindly

C strictly

4. Most of my teachers at school were extremely ...................
B surprising

C unexpected

.a
n

A strict

5. My piano teacher is quite .................. when I make mistakes.
A lively

B tolerant

C lonely

6. Gerald and Martha seem to be ................... They're always kissing.
B in tears

w
w

A in love

C in awe

7. Teenagers are often .................. for reasons that only they understand.
A powerful

B patient

C moody

w

8. Ken is so .................. when he's in the forest. He loves the quiet nights.
A unkind

B peaceful

C helpful

9. Aren't you .................. to know how I did in my exams?
A curious

B proud

C terrified

10. Patricia was very .................. to me at the party and said not a word to me.
A cold

B warm
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1. A
2. C
3. B
4. A
5. B
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6. A
7. C
8. B
9. A
10. A

1. We need .................. engineers for this project.
A experienced

B disappointed

C confused

A easy-going

B exhausted
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2. Were you very .................. when your book didn't get published?

C disappointed

3. Would you .................. turn the music down? I'm getting a headache!
A selfishly

B kindly

C strictly

4. Most of my teachers at school were extremely ...................
B surprising

C unexpected

.a
n

A strict

5. My piano teacher is quite .................. when I make mistakes.
A lively

B tolerant

C lonely

6. Gerald and Martha seem to be ................... They're always kissing.
B in tears

w
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A in love

C in awe

7. Teenagers are often .................. for reasons that only they understand.
A powerful

B patient

C moody

8. Ken is so .................. when he's in the forest. He loves the quiet nights.
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A unkind

B peaceful

C helpful

9. Aren't you .................. to know how I did in my exams?
A curious

B proud

C terrified

10. Patricia was very .................. to me at the party and said not a word to me.
A cold

B warm
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